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Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Gillin, Charles H.: Charles Hansen Gillin was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba in February of 1911 to Hugh Clement Gillin and Margaret Hansen. After Hugh's death, Margaret married Patrick J. Malloy. Gillin had one sister, Marnie Hubbs-Gillin; four half-brothers, Alexander Molloy, Patrick Malloy, Peter Malloy and John (Jack) Malloy and a foster brother, Gerald Giba. He attended Kelvin Technical High School in Winnipeg and later graduated with a Bachelor of Architecture from the University of Manitoba in 1936. Gillin began his career as an architect with Green, Blankstein, Russel and Ham and eventually moved to Ottawa where he met his wife Madeleine Belanger. In 1943 he joined the Royal Canadian Engineers and trained as an officer, but did not serve overseas.
In 1946 he moved to London, Ontario and began working for the engineering firm, M.M. Dillon and Co. In 1948 he opened his own office, Charles H. Gillin Architect, BArch MRAIC, at 389 Queens Avenue in London. As an architect in London, Gillin worked on several projects for the Separate School Board taking a role in the design and building of many of London's Catholic schools including Catholic Central High School. Gillin also designed private residences, including the heritage listed Ginsberg residence in London; public buildings, including the Southwest Middlesex Health Centre in Mount Brydges and the club house at the Highland Country Club in London. His advocacy of the contemporary modernist style of architecture can be seen in all of these projects. Gillin and his wife had five children and lived in a house on Cathcart Street in London, which Gillin designed himself. He was a member of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, the Ontario Association of Architects and the London Society of Architects. Gillin was also a member of the Knights of Columbus and the Highland Golf Club. He died on September 23, 1980 at St. Joseph's Hospital in London, Ontario.

Scope and Content
This fonds contains architectural drawings and 1cm of tectual records of 73 projects undertaken by Charles H. Gillin from 1948 to 1976. The projects are mostly schools in and around London, primarily for the Separate School Board. Also included are also residences, restaurants, public buildings, golf and country clubs, day care centres, an inn, apartments and a fire department machine shop and garage. A significant portion of the projects are additions and/or alterations to existing buildings. There is a series of project related material including photographs, textual records, two name plates and a CD-ROM containing digital photographs.

Custodial History
Material came to Western Archives as a donation from Museum London in 2013.

Restrictions
There are no restrictions on access.
Series Descriptions

AFC 442-S1 Residence for H. Ginsberg Esq.
1949.
18 architectural drawings ; 61 x 93 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings for a London residence designed by Charles H. Gillin for Hyman and Muriel Ginsberg in 1949 including floor plans, plot plans, elevations and heating plans.

AFC 442-S1-I1 Basement Plan. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I2 Main Floor Plan. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I3 Elevations 1. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I4 Elevations 2. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I5 The Kitchen Details. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I6 The Living Room Detail. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I7 Details. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I8 Heating Layout. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I9 Copy of Elevations 1. -- 1949. -- 1 copy of an architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I10 First Floor Plan. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I11 Room Finish. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I12 Detail. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I13 Plan Revisions. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I14 Kitchen. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I15 Ventilation. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I16 Fireplace. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I17 Elevation and Section A-A. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S1-I18 Kitchen Layout. -- 1949. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2 Catholic Central High School.
1951-1975.
51 architectural drawings; 76 x 107 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Catholic Central High School. The drawings consist of boiler room revisions and alterations, electrical details, plot plans, room and door schedules, floor plans, elevations, small scale sections, stair details, wall sections, entrance and screen wall details, interior details, desk location plans, a lighting and power riser diagram, framing plans, foundation plans, column and lintel schedules, cabinet and counter details, mechanical details, site plans and a floor marking diagram.

AFC 442-S2-SS1 Catholic Central Separate School - Boiler Room Alterations.
1951.
2 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S2-SS1-I1 Alterations to Boiler Room. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS1-I2 Revision to Boiler Room. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS2 Catholic Central High School - 1952.
1952.
1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS2-I1 Electrical. -- 1952. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS3 Catholic Central High School - 1958.
1958.
24 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I1 Revisions. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I2 Plot Plan, Door Schedule. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I3 Ground Floor Plan, Basement Plan. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I4 First Floor Plan. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I5 Second Floor Plan. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I6 Elevations. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I7 Small Scale Sections. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I8 Stair No. 6 and 8 Plan, Section and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I9 Stair and Fan Room Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I10 Large Scale Wall Sections. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I11 Entrance and Screen Wall Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I12 Revised Location of Desks in Rooms G28 and G30. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I13 Interior Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S2-SS3-I14 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I15 First Floor Plan and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I16 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I17 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural detail
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I18 Revisions to Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I19 First Floor Plan and Detail. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I20 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural details
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I21 Ground Floor Plan - Electrical. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I22 First Floor Plan - Electrical. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I23 Second Floor Plan - Electrical. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS3-I24 Main Lighting and Power Riser Diagram. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS4 Catholic Central High School - 1958.
17 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S2-SS4-I1 First Floor Framing. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I2 Second Floor Framing. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I3 Roof Framing. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I4 Column and Lintel Schedule. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I5 Foundation Plan. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I6 Foundation Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS4-I7 Ground Floor Framing. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS5 Additions and Alterations to Catholic Central Junior School.
5 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S2-SS5-I1 Site Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS5-I2 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS5-I3 First Floor Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS5-I4 Second Floor Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS5-I5 Plot Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS6 New Passage to Catholic Central High School.
1967.
2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S2-SS6-I1 Plot Plan, Door Sections, Wall Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS6-I2 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S2-SS7 Alteration to C.C. High School.
1970.
2 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S2-SS7-I1 Classroom and Counter Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS7-I2 Classroom and Cabinet Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S2-SS8 Alterations to Catholic Central High School West Wing.
1975.
8 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I1 Ground and First Floor Plans and Details Mechanical. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I2 Ground and First Floor Plans and Details Electrical. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I3 2nd Floor Plan and Details Electrical. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I4 2nd Floor Plan and Details Electrical. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I5 Site Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I6 Ground Floor Plan Room and Door Schedule. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I7 First Floor Plan, Floor Marking Diagram Sections and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S2-SS8-I8 Second Floor Plan Sections and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3 Addition to Fire Department, Machine Shop and Repair Garage.
20 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm or smaller, 0.1 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings and 0.1 cm of textual records for the No. 2 Firehall in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, sections, details, plot plans, foundation plans, framing plans, window details, riser diagrams, schedules and electrical layouts.

AFC 442-S3-SS1 Machine Shop and Garage Building for No.2 Firehall.
1955.
8 architectural records

AFC 442-S3-SS1-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I2 Elevations. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I3 Sections. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I4 Wall Sections, Work Bench Details. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I5 Window Details, Door Details. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I6 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I7 Foundation Plan, Rein. Details. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS1-I8 Roof Framing. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S3-SS2 Addition to Fire Department Machine Shop and Repair Garage.
12 architectural drawings, 0.1 cm of textual records

AFC 442-S3-SS2-I1 Addendum No. 1 Addition to Machine Shop No.2 Fire Hall, Florence Street. -- 1973. -- 0.1 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Specifications for mechanical and electrical elements of the project.
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I2 Plot Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I3 Ground Floor Plan, Mezzanine Floor Plan, Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I4 Roof Plan, Section A.A, Section B.B. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I5 Wall Sections, Stair Sections, Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I6 Exterior Elevations, Window Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I7 Room and Door Schedule, Interior Elevations, Millwork. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I8 Foundation Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I9 Roof Framing Plan, Mezzanine Fl. Framing Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I10 Ground Floor Plan, Mezzanine Floor Plan. — 1973. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I11 Details. — 1973. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I12 Main Riser Diagrams. — 1973. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S3-SS2-I13 Floor Plans, Electrical Layout. — 1973. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4 Government of Ontario Building - Listowel, ON.
1976.
24 architectural drawings ; 76 x 107 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a government of Ontario building in Listowel, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, details, heat recovery system plans, wall sections, elevations, window details, plumbing and drainage plans, air conditioning plans, lighting and power plans, site plans, roof plans, survey plans, landscaping plans, schedules, and a presentation drawing.

AFC 442-S4-I1 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I2 Floor Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I3 Glycol Heat Recovery System. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I4 Revised Front Patio Layout. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I5 Wall Sections. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I6 Wall Sections. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I7 Reflected Ceiling Plan, Interior Elevations. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I8 Room and Door Schedules. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I9 Exterior Elevations, Window Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I10 Ground Floor Plan Plumbing and Drainage. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I11 Ground Floor Plan Air Conditioning. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I12 Penthouse Floor Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I13 Ground Floor Plan Lighting and Power. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I14 Site Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I15 Electrical Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I16 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I17 Roof Framing Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I18 Penthouse Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I19 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I20 Roof Framing Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I21 Penthouse Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I22 Survey Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I23 Site Plan Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I24 Landscaping Plan and Schedule. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S4-I25 Presentation Drawing. -- 1 architectural drawing
This series contains architectural drawings. The drawings consist of floor plans, schedules, sections, framing and foundation plans, elevations and utilities plans such as electrical, plumbing, heating and boiler room layouts.

AFC 442-S5-I1 Floor Plans and Schedules. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I2 Sections. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I3 Interior Elevations, Details. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I4 Steel Framing and Foundation. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I5 Electrical and Plumbing Layout. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I6 Basement Heating, Boiler Room Layout. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S5-I7 Heating Layout 1st Floor. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6 Parkhill Public School.
1948.
13 architectural drawings; 47 x 80 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Parkhill Public School in Parkhill, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, sections, elevations, foundation plans, details, structural details, ventilation system plans, millwork plans, heating plans, roof plans and electrical and drainage plans.

AFC 442-S6-I1 Plot Plan, Plumbing. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I2 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I3 Sections and Elevations. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I4 Foundation and Details. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I5 Structural Steel. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I6 Wall Sections. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I7 Ventilation System. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I8 Millwork. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I9 Radiant Heating. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I10 Foundations and Details. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I11 Roof Plan Hopper Location. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I12 Plot Plan, Water and Drains. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S6-I13 Electrical Plan. -- 1948. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7 Chippewa Country Club.
1963.
8 architectural drawings; 64 x 94 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of the Chippewa Country Club in Southampton, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, structural details, plot plans, layouts, elevations, window details, interior details, fireplace details and plans for various utilities such as plumbing and electrical.

AFC 442-S7-I1 Plans, Schedules, Structural Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I2 Office Layout. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I3 Plot Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I4 Plans, Schedules, Structural Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I5 Section, Elevation, Fireplace Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I6 Window Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I7 Partial Floor Plan and Interior Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S7-I8 Plumbing, Electrical Plot Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
This series contains architectural drawings of Sacred Heart Separate School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, elevations, wall sections, stairs and interior details, column schedules, roof framing plans, foundation plans and electrical layouts.

AFC 442-S8-I1 Plot Plan and Schedules. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I2 Ground Floor Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I3 First Floor Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I4 Second Floor Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I5 Elevations and Sections. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I6 Wall Sections. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I7 Entrance Details. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I8 Stair Details. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I9 Interior Details. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I10 Electrical Layout Ground Floor. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I11 Electrical Layout 1st Floor. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I12 Electrical Layout 2nd Floor. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I13 Foundation Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I14 First Floor Framing Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I15 Stair and Beam Details. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I16 Second Floor Framing Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I17 Roof Framing Plan. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S8-I18 Column Schedule. – 1951. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S9 Addition to St. Thomas More School.
27 architectural drawings ; 72 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Thomas More School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, heating and interior details, exterior details, floor plans, elevations, schedule and details, foundation plans, roof framing plans, plumbing and drainage details, general purpose room sections and details, mechanical plans, window alterations and electrical details.

AFC 442-S9-SS1 Orchard Park Separate School.
1959.
1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS1-I1 Plot Plan, Heating, Interior Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS1-I2 Exterior Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS1-I3 Plans, Elevations, Schedules and Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS2 Addition to Orchard Park Separate School.
1960.
3 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S9-SS2-I1 Large Scale Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS2-I2 Plot Plan, Heating. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS2-I3 Plans, Elevations, Sections, Schedules. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3 Addition to St. Thomas More School Orchard Park.
12 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I2 Floor Plans, Schedules. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I3 Foundation, Floor and Roof Framing Plans, Details. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I4 Interior Details. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I5 Plumbing and Drainage Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I6 Framing Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I7 General Purpose Rm Layout Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I8 Elevations Sections. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I9 Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I10 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I11 Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S9-SS3-I12 Ground Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS3-I13 Elevations. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS4 Addition to St. Thomas More School.
1966.
5 architectural drawings

  AFC 442-S9-SS4-I1 First and Second Floor Mech. Plans. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS4-I2 Mechanical Sections. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS4-I3 Multi-Purpose Room, Mechanical. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS4-I4 Multi-Purpose Room Electrical. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS4-I5 Electrical Plan. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S9-SS5 St. Thomas More School.
1974.
1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS5-I1 Window Alteration to St. Thomas More and St. Pius Schools. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing

1975.
2 architectural drawings

  AFC 442-S9-SS6-I1 Site Plan. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing

  AFC 442-S9-SS6-I2 Elevation. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10 Proposed Addition to St. Boniface School.
16 architectural drawings; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Boniface School. The drawings consist of floor plans, plot plans, elevations, sketches, details, wall sections, classroom details, site plans, layouts, footing and foundation plans, roofing plans and plans for utilities such as heating and electrics.

AFC 442-S10-SS1 Addition to St. Boniface School.
3 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S10-SS1-I1 Floor Plan, Plot Plan, Elevations. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS1-I2 Floor Plan, Plot Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS1-I3 Floor Plan, Plot Plan, Elevations. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S10-SS2 Revised St. Boniface School.
1959.
2 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S10-SS2-I1 Plot Plan, Detail, Heating and Ventilating. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS2-I2 Plans, Elevations, Schedules, Sections and Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS2-I3 Sketch Plan St. Boniface School. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS2-I4 Sketch Plan St. Boniface School. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S10-SS3 Addition to St. Boniface School - 1962.
1962.
3 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S10-SS3-I1 Plans, Elevations, Sections, Schedule. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS3-I2 Plot Plan, Details. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS3-I3 Electrical, Heating. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S10-SS4 1967 Addition to St. Boniface School.
1967.
8 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S10-SS4-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS4-I2 Ground Floor Plan Roof and Upper Gen. Purpose Rm. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS4-I3 Footing and Foundation Plan, Roof Framing Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS4-I4 Wall Sections, Class Rm Wall Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S10-SS4-I5 General Purpose Rm. Fl. Layout and Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S10-SS4-I6 E.N.S.W. Elevations, Wall Section, Door and Room Schedules. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S10-SS4-I7 Ground Floor, Site Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S10-SS4-I8 Alternate #2 Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11 Glencoe District High School.
1950-1957.
30 architectural drawings; 82 x 112 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Glencoe District High School. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, elevations, sections, classroom details, wall and window sections, piping and drainage details, foundation plans, lift and cafeteria details, framing details, chalkboard details and plans for various utilities such as heating, ventilation and electrical.

AFC 442-S11-SS1 Glencoe District High School 1950 [project 5050].
1950.
10 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I2 Floor Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I3 Elevations and Section. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I4 Drainage Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I5 Home Economics and Shop Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I6 Agriculture, Art, Library and Classroom Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I7 Details of Corridor. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I8 Wall and Window Sections. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I9 Details of Exterior Doors. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS1-I10 Gym, Auditorium Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS2 Glencoe District High School 1950 [project 659].
1950.
13 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I1 Piping Details. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I2 Basketball and Babminton [sic] Courts. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I3 Penthouse for Glencoe District High School. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I4 Sewage Pump Installation. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I5 Detail of Vertical Lift, Cafeteria Doors. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I6 Revised Foundation Plan. -- 1 architectural plan
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I7 Foundation Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I8 Steel Framing Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I9 Structural Steel Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I10 Heating Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I11 Ventilating Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S11-SS2-I12 The Boiler Room and Fan Room Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS2-I13 Electrical Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3 Addition to Glencoe District High School. 1957.
7 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I1 Detail of Chalkboard. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I2 Revised Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I3 Revised Foundation Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I4 Plot Plan, Floor Plan, Elevations and Schedules. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I5 Foundation, Steel Framing and Structural Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I6 Sections and Inter. Details, Electrical. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S11-SS3-I7 Larger Scale Sections. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
5 architectural drawings; 47 x 91 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of a project on Colborne St. in London, Ontario. This drawings consist of floor plans, alterations and column and beam plans.

AFC 442-S12-I1 Floor Plans. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I2 Alterations to Exist Bldg At 443.5 Colborne St. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I3 Cols and Beams For Building At 443.5 Colborne St. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I4 First Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I5 First Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I6 Col and Beams For Altn To 443.5 Colborne St. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S12-I7 Column and Beams For Bldg At 443.5 Colborne St. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13 Addition to St. Sebastian's Separate School.
17 architectural drawings; 62 x 94 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Sebastian's school on London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, sections, details, roof plans, elevations, plot plans, grading plans, footing and foundation plans and plumbing layouts.

AFC 442-S13-I1 Plumbing Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I2 Section C-C, Section 1-1, Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I3 Ground Floor Plan Detail. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I4 Footing and Foundation Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I5 Upper Floor Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I6 Upper Floor Framing Plan, Second Floor (Roof Framing Plan), Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I7 Section B-B, Section A-A, Stage Section. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I8 Wall Sections, Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I9 Roof Plans, Sections and Details, Penthouse Roof Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I10 Elevations N.W.E.S., Window Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I11 Interior Elevations, Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I12 Door Schedule and Frames, Room Finishing Schedule. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I13 Plot Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I14 Miscellaneous Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I15 Lot Grading Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I16 Lot Grading. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S13-I17 Cross Sections to Show Lot Grading. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14 Pine Court Phase 2, Proposed 34 Apartments.
21 architectural drawings; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains 21 drawings of a proposed apartment building in Timmins, Ontario. The drawings consist of site plans, roof plans, elevations, schedules, footings, details, layouts and plot plans.

AFC 442-S14-I1 Site Plan, Roof Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I2 Elevations and Section. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I3 Floor Plans. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I4 Roof and Door Schedules. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I5 Exterior Elevations. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I6 Roof Framing Plan, Sections - Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I7 2nd, 3rd and 4th Floor Framing Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I8 Columns FTGs and Beams Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I9 Footing and Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I10 Landscaping Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I11 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I12 Floor Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I13 Ground Floor Plan and Typical Floor Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I14 Rental Units Layout. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I15 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I16 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I17 Section A.A and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I18 City of Timmins. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I19 Unit Layout. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I20 Footing and Foundation. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S14-I21 Footing and Foundation. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S15 Plumbing Layout and Notes for Five Schools in London, Ontario.
1975.
1 architectural drawing ; 64 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains an architectural drawing of five schools in London, Ontario. The drawing is a plumbing layout.

AFC 442-S15-I1 Plumbing Layout and Notes. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
This series contains architectural drawings of Our Lady Immaculate School in Strathroy, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, site plans, details, elevations, staiwell and window details, steel plans, foundation plans, plot plans, sections, heating and ventilating details, electrical and fire screen details, room and door schedules, a fire alarm layout, distribution schematics, millwork and plumbing details and structural plans, roof framing and cross sections.

**AFC 442-S16-SS1 Strathroy Separate School.**
6 architectural drawings

  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I1 Site Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I2 Window Details. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I3 Convector Details. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I4 Proposed Change in Chalkboard, Details. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I5 Revised Foundation and Steel Framing Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS1-I6 Site Plan and Elevation. -- 1 architectural drawing

**AFC 442-S16-SS2 Strathroy Separate School 1954.**
5 architectural drawings

  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I1 Horizontal Section Thru Rusco Steel Windows in Maco Steel Stairwell Frame. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I2 Steel Plan. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I3 Plan and Elevations. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I4 Foundation, Steel Framing, Plot Plan. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I5 Main Sections, Entrance Details. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I6 Interior Elevations and Details. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I7 Plumbing, Electrical Layout. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS2-I8 Heating and Ventilating. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing

**AFC 442-S16-SS3 Addition to Strathroy Separate School 1956.**
3 architectural drawings

  - AFC 442-S16-SS3-I1 Plans, Elevations, Sections, Plot Plan. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
  - AFC 442-S16-SS3-I2 Electrical, Heating, Wall Sections, Int. Details. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS3-I3 New Fire Screen. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S16-SS4 Addition to Strathroy Separate School 1961.
1961.
6 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S16-SS4-I1 Plans and Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS4-I2 1/4" Sections, Room Schedule. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS4-I3 Plumbing and Plot Plans. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS4-I4 Heating and Architectural Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS4-I5 Detail Sheet and Door Schedule. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS4-I6 Heating. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S16-SS5 Addition to Strathroy Separate School 1963.
1963.
10 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S16-SS5-I1 Revision Playroom. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I2 Interior Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I3 Elevations. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I4 Floor Plan, Schedules, Plumbing, Plot Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I5 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I6 Roof Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I7 Foundation Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I8 Heating and Ventilating. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I9 Electrical Floor Plan. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS5-I10 Distribution Schematic and Fire Alarm Layout. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S16-SS6 Addition to Our Lady Immaculate School 1965.
1965.
6 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S16-SS6-I1 Elevations. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I2 Interior Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I3 Floor Plans, Site Plan, Schedules. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I4 Plot Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I5 Structural Plan and Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I6 Removable Wall Panels in Wall Between Classrooms 1 and 2. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS6-I7 Plumbing and Electrical. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S16-SS7 1970 Addition to Our Lady Immaculate School.
1970.
21 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S16-SS7-I1 Plumbing Layout. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I2 Roof Framing Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I3 First Floor Framing Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I4 Foundation Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I5 Exterior Elevations. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I6 Millwork and Interior Elevations. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I7 Wall Sections. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I8 Wall Sections. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I9 Wall Sections. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I10 Cross Sections and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I11 Room and Door Schedule, Window Detail. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I12 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I13 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I14 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I15 Plot Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I16 Second Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I17 First Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I18 Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I19 Second Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I20 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S16-SS7-I21 Plumbing Layout. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17 Newspaper Building for St. Thomas Times Journal.  
8 architectural drawing ; 64 x 110 cm, 0.1 cm of textual records 

Scope and Content 
This series contains architectural drawings of the newspaper building for the St. Thomas Times Journal in St. Thomas, Ontario. The drawings consist of foundation plans, details, slab and beam schedules, sections, heating layouts and a thank you letter addressed to Charles H. Gillin.

AFC 442-S17-I1 Foundation Plan. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I2 Flat Slab and Details. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I3 Two Way Slabs and Beam Schedule. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I4 Stair Details. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I5 Section X-X Thru Building. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I6 Roof Framing. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I7 Heating Layout. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I8 2nd Floor Plan. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S17-I9 Thank you Letter . -- 1970. -- 0.1 cm of textual records
AFC 442-S18 Residence for Mr. and Mrs. S. Gano.
1974.
6 architectural drawings ; 57 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 6 architectural drawings of a residence for Mr. and Mrs. S. Gano in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of site plans, floor plans, sections, elevations and window details.

AFC 442-S18-I1 Site Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S18-I2 Basement Floor Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S18-I3 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S18-I4 Second Floor Plan and Sections. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S18-I5 Elevations. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S18-I6 Rear Elevation and Window Section. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19 Carabelle Inn.
19 architectural drawings ; 64 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains 19 architectural drawings of the Carabelle Inn in South Porcupine near Timmins, Ontario. The drawings consist of site plans, floor plans and details, wall sections, schedules foundation plans, roofing plans, framing plans, furniture layouts and electrical schedules. There is also a section detail of a steel ladder and roof hatch.

AFC 442-S19-I1 Site Plan. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing : col.
AFC 442-S19-I2 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I3 Main Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I4 Floor Plan and Entry Stair Section. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I5 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I6 Exterior Elevations. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I7 Room and Door Schedule, Millwork Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I8 Ground Floor Furniture Layout. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I9 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I10 Framing Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I11 Second Floor Framing Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I12 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I13 Main and Second Floor Furniture Layouts. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I14 Floor Plan, Details and Legend Electrical. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I15 Site Plan, Schedules and Details. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I16 Floor Plan and Schedules. -- 1975. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I17 Section Detail of Steel Ladder and Roof Hatch. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I18 Revised Footing Detail. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S19-I19 Footing Detail. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20 1974 Addition to St. Frances School.
18 architectural drawings ; 62 x 106 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains 18 architectural drawings of additions to St. Frances School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, footing and foundation plans, roof framing details and millwork, wall sections, room and door schedules, elevations, site plans, plot plans, and plans for various utilities such as heating, electrical and plumbing.

AFC 442-S20-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I2 Floor Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I3 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I4 Plumbing Layout. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I5 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I6 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I7 Plot Plan and Details, Electrical. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I8 Flooring Plan Lighting and Power, Electrical. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S20-I9 Floor Plan Mechanical. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I10 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I11 Wall Sections, Section A.A Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I12 Room and Door Schedule, Millwork Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S20-I13 Exterior Elevations, Interior Elevations, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I14 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I15 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I16 Floor Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I17 Plot Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S20-I18 Site Plan, South Elevation, Section. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21 Addition to St. Patrick's School - Lucan, Ontario.
1974.
8 architectural drawings; 68 x 110 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a 1974 addition to St. Patrick's School in Lucan, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, elevations, sections and section details, schedules, framing plans, roof plans and foundation plans.

AFC 442-S21-I1 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I2 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I3 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I4 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I5 Room and Door Schedule and Interior Elevations. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I6 Exterior Elevations. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I7 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S21-I8 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S22 Window Alterations to St. Mary's School.
1974.
2 architectural drawings ; 60 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 2 architectural drawings of window alterations to St. Mary's School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, sections, details and floor plans.

- AFC 442-S22-I1 West Elevations, Sections and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S22-I2 Ground Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23 Alterations to Southwest Middlesex Health Centre.
22 architectural drawings; 62 x 90 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 22 architectural drawings of two separate projects at the Southwest Middlesex Health Centre in Mount Brydges, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, plot plans, roof plans and sections, details, wall sections, millwork details, a sign, schedules, layouts and plans for various utilities including lighting, power, plumbing, heating and cooling.

AFC 442-S23-SS1 Alteration to Southwest Middlesex Centre 1973.
20 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S23-SS1-I1 Southwest Middlesex Health Centre. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
This item is a presentation drawing.

AFC 442-S23-SS1-I2 Drawing Index. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I3 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I4 Lower Floor Plan and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I5 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I6 Roof Plan, Upper Roof Plan, Section A.A. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I7 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I8 Wall Sections. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I9 Millwork Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I10 Room Schedule, Door Schedule. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I11 Exterior Elevations, Interior Elevations
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I12 Footing and Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I13 Roof Framing Plan Details. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I14 Sign. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I15 Site Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I16 Site Plan. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I17 Lighting Layout. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I18 Power Layout. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I19 Plumbing Layout. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS1-I20 Heating and Cooling Layout. -- 1973. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S23-SS2 Alterations to the Southwest Middlesex Centre 1976.
1976.
2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S23-SS2-I1 Plan Layouts and Details. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S23-SS2-I2 Millwork Details and Room Schedule. – 1976. – 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24 Alterations for Mr. Pizza Restaurant.
1972.
6 architectural drawings; 62 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 6 architectural drawings of Mr. Pizza restaurant in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, stair details, electrical layouts and kitchen and bar details.

AFC 442-S24-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24-I2 Floor Plan and Stair Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24-I3 Floor Plan, Kitchen Plan Layout, Door Schedule. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24-I4 Electrical Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24-I5 Lower Floor Plan Electrical Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S24-I6 Floor Plan Electrical Layout, Kitchen and Bar Equipment Power Supply. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25 Addition and Alterations to The Barn Restaurant.
1972.
34 architectural drawings ; 62 x 106 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of The Barn Restaurant in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, roof plans, details, wall sections, room and door schedules, frame details, elevations, ceiling plans, a seating layout, proposed alterations, plot plans, cross sections, structural notes and riser diagrams. Some of the drawings are annotated.

AFC 442-S25-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I2 Ground Fl. Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I3 Second Fl. Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I4 Roof Plan Stairs Section. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I5 Cross Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I6 Wall Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I7 Wall Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I8 Room and Door Schedule, Frame Det.. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I9 Exterior Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I10 Reflected Ceiling Plan, Seating Plan Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I11 Ground Floor and Section A.A. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I12 Second Floor. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I13 Ground Floor and Section A.A [with annotations]. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I14 Second Floor [with annotations]. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I15 Proposed Alteration to Existing Restaurant Area. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I16 Plot Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I17 Ground Fl. Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I18 Second Fl. Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I19 Roof Plan Stairs Section. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I20 Cross Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I21 Wall Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I22 Wall Sections . -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I23 Room and Door Schedule, Frame Det.. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S25-I24 Exterior Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S26 Northpark Towers Proposed 54 Apartments.
1972.
3 architectural drawings ; 61 x 101 cm

 Scope and Content
This series contains 3 architectural drawings of proposed apartments in Timmins, Ontario including elevations, floor plans and site plans.

AFC 442-S26-I1 Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
 Scope and Content
 South and West Elevations

AFC 442-S26-I2 Floor and Site Plans. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
 Scope and Content
 Typical floor plan, Ground Floor Plan and Site Plan

AFC 442-S26-I3 Plans. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
 Scope and Content
 6 types of apartment layouts
AFC 442-S27 Daycare Centre at Kettle Point.
1972.
12 architectural drawings ; 80 x 105 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains 12 architectural drawings for a Day Care Centre in at Kettle Point, Ontario including floor plans, section details, site plans, elevations, utilities and roof plans.

AFC 442-S27-I1 Topographical Survey of Area for Proposed Day Nursery . -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
Scope and Content
Topographical survey

AFC 442-S27-I2 Floor Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
Scope and Content
Floor plan

AFC 442-S27-I3 Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
Scope and Content
North, South, East and West elevations

AFC 442-S27-I4 Building Section Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I5 Room Elevations Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I6 Roof Framing Plan Sections and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I7 Heating and Ventilation. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I8 Plumbing and Drainage. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I9 Site Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I10 Lighting and Power Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I11 Foundation Plan Section and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S27-I12 Site Plan Section and Details Roof Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28 St. Martin's School.
23 architectural drawings; 63 x 115 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of additions and alterations to the St. Martin's School in London, Ontario. The drawings are of four separate projects and consist of floor, foundation and plot plans, section and room details and schedules and elevations.

AFC 442-S28-SS1 1964 Addition to St. Martin's School.
1964.
6 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S28-SS1-I1 Grade Floor Plan, Foundation Plan, East Elevation. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS1-I2 1st Floor Plan, Structural, Elevation, Room Schedule. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS1-I3 2nd Floor Plan, Structural, Room Schedule. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS1-I4 Sections, Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS1-I5 Stairs. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS1-I6 Wardrobe, Chalkboard, Counter Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S28-SS2 1967 Addition to St. Martin's School.
1967.
10 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S28-SS2-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I2 Grade Floor Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I3 First Floor Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I4 Second Floor, Roof Plans, Section 4'4 and Detials. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I5 Section 9-9' and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I6 Gym, Trophy Case and Wooden Bench Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I7 Ground Floor Plan, Room Schedule, Door Schedule. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I8 Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I9 Second Floor Framing Plan and Upper Gen. Purpose and Roof. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS2-I10 Footing and Foundation Plan, First Floor and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S28-SS3 St. Martin’s School Duchess Avenue.
1971.
3 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S28-SS3-I1 Renovations to Original Building on Three Floors. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S28-SS3-I2 Existing First and Second Fl. Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S28-SS3-I3 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S28-SS4 1972 Alterations to St. Martin's School.
1972.
4 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S28-SS4-I1 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S28-SS4-I2 First Floor Plan and Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S28-SS4-I3 Cross Section, Sections, Stairs Details and Elevation of West Wall. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S28-SS4-I4 Ground, First Floor, Second Floor and Principal and Secretary Layout and Electrical. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S29 Proposed St. Vincent de Paul Society Building.
1971.
9 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a proposed St. Vincent de Paul Society building in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, sections and section details, site and foundation plans, structural layouts, a presentation drawing and plans for various utilities such as heating, plumbing and electrics.

AFC 442-S29-I1 Presentation Drawing of St. Vincent De Paul Society Building, Day Hostel for Transients and Clothing Distribution Centre for the Needy. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I2 Basement Floor Plan, Ground Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I3 Structural Layouts and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I4 Plumbing, Heating and Electrical Layouts. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I5 Elevations. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I6 Plot Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I7 Sections and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I8 Basement, Ground, Second and Roof Plans. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S29-I9 Site Plan Front Elevation. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing : col.
1971.
7 architectural drawings ; 61 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 7 architectural drawings of St. Patrick's School in London, Ontario including floor plans, details, site plans, electrical and mechanical details and framing plans.

AFC 442-S30-I1 First and Second Fl. Plan and Site Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I2 Section A.A' and Section B.B.. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I3 Elevations and Details, Electrical and Mechanical. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I4 Gnd. and First Fl. Plans with 1971 Addition. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I5 2nd Floor Plan with 1971 Addition. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I6 1st and 2nd Fl. Framing Plan and Roof Framing Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S30-I7 Classrooms and Multi-Purpose Room. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S31 Additions and Alterations for Mr. F.G. Carter - 45 Queen Anne Circle, London, ON.
1968.
3 architectural drawings ; 60 x 91 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of additions and alterations to the residence of Mr F.G. Carter at 45 Queen Anne Circle in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, plot plans, elevations and a proposed second floor addition plan.

AFC 442-S31-I1 Main Floor and Upper Floor Plan, Lower Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S31-I2 Elevations and Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S31-I3 Proposed Second Floor Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S32 Additions to St. Paul's School.
1965.
8 architectural drawings ; 67 x 93 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of additions to St. Paul's School in London, Ontario including floor plans, site plans, section and room details, schedules, roof framing plans, foundation plans, elevations, structural details, interior details, window details and utilities plans such as plumbing, heating, ventilation and electrical.

AFC 442-S32-I1 Site Plan, Floor Plan, Schedules. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I2 Foundation, Roof Framing, Structural Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I3 Elevations Sections. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I4 Wall Sections, Window Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I5 Interior Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I6 Electrical, Plumbing. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I7 Heating and Ventilation. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S32-I8 Fan RM. Plan and Sections. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33 St. David's School - Dorchester, Ontario.
25 architectural drawings ; 61 x 91 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of St. David's Catholic School in Dorchester, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, site plans, floor plans, schedules, layouts, a presentation drawing, sections and section details and plans for various utilities such as plumbing, electrics, millwork, roofing and mechanical.

AFC 442-S33-SS1 Dorchester Separate School.
1963.
3 architecture drawings ; 56 x 91 cm
- AFC 442-S33-SS1-I1 Plans, Elevations, Plumbing Schedules. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS1-I2 Structural, Heating, Electrical. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS1-I3 Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S33-SS2 Addition to St. David's School.
1966.
8 architectural drawings
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I1 Elevations, Site Plan, Details. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I2 Sections. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I3 Floor Plan, Schedules, Plumbing. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I4 Floor Plan, Schedules, Plumbing [copy]. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I5 Elevations, Site Plan, Details [copy]. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I6 Sections [copy]. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I7 Electrical Plan. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS2-I8 Mechanical Plan. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S33-SS3 1971 Additions to St. David's School.
1971.
14 architectural drawings
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I1 Site Plan, Plot Plan, Roof Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I2 Floor Plan and Details. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I3 Interior Elevations, Millwork Details, Room and Door Schedule. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I4 Wall Sections, Cross Sections. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I5 Exterior Elevations. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I6 Electrical Layout Schedules. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 442-S33-SS3-I7 Mechanical Details. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I8 Floor Plan, Site Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I9 Plumbing Layout. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I10 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I11 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I12 Plan and Section. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S33-SS3-I14 Plan and Section. -- 1971. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S34 White Oaks Educational and Recreational Complex.
1976.
1 architectural drawing ; 70 x 104 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains 1 drawing of an Educational and Recreation complex in the White Oaks neighbourhood of London, Ontario. The drawing is an area plan consisting of several buildings and features on Bradley Ave. in between Jalna Blvd. and Ernest Ave.

AFC 442-S34-I1 Area Plan. — 1976. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35 Proposed Addition to South Huron Hospital - Exeter, ON. [19??].
7 architectural drawings ; 68 x 87 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a proposed addition to South Huron Hospital in Exeter, Ontario. The selection of drawings consists of floor and basement plans.

AFC 442-S35-I1 1st Floor Plan and Plot Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I2 Basement Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I3 Ground Floor Plan, Basement Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I4 Floor Plan, Basement Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I5 1st Floor Plan, Basement Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I6 First Floor Plan and Plot Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S35-I7 Basement Plan. -- [19??]. -- 1 architectural drawing
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Mary's Church in London, Ontario. 2 of the drawings were created by C H Gillin for renovations to the basement of the church. 2 drawings are copies of drawings created by Moore and Henry Architects and are a church seating plan and a basement floor plan. The Moore and Henry drawings are not dated.

AFC 442-S36-I1 Renovation to Basement. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S36-I2 Renovation to Basement 2. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S36-I3 Plan of Seating. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S36-I4 Basement Floor Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37 Daycare Centre at Fanshawe Park Road.
1972.
6 architectural drawings; 64 x 98 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
Alterations made to St. Nicholas School for a day care centre. The selection of drawings consist of floor plans, playground layouts, details and site plans.

AFC 442-S37-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37-I2 Floor Plan Showing Proposed Changes. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37-I3 Playground Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37-I4 Playground Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37-I5 Floor Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S37-I6 Site Plan and Playground Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S38 New Public School - School Area No. 1.
1953.
6 architectural drawings ; 48 x 87 cm

Scope and Content
This series contain drawings of a public school building in North Dorchester, Ontario. The selected drawings consist of plot and foundation plans, framing plans, floor plans, elevations, interior and exterior details and details for various utilities including heating, plumbing and electrical.

AFC 442-S38-I1 Plot Plan, Foundation and Framing Plan. -- 1953
AFC 442-S38-I2 Ground Floor and Elevations. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S38-I3 Wall and Window Sections. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S38-I4 Interior and Exterior Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S38-I5 Electrical, Plumbing, Int. Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S38-I6 Heating Layout and Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing

1976.

2 architectural drawings; 62 x 100 cm or smaller, 0.2 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of additions to St. Nicholas School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of site plans and floor plans.

AFC 442-S39-I1 Site Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S39-I2 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S39-I3 Alterations to St. Nicholas School, Fanshawe Park Road, London Ont.. -- 0.2 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This item is a folder with 16 pages of text relating to certain elements of the project.
AFC 442-S40 St. Robert's School.
24 architectural drawings; 62 x 106 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Robert's School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of sections and details, roof framing plans, plumbing plans, power and lighting plans, elevations, room and door schedules, plot plans, footing and foundation plans, revised plans, general purpose room diagram and wall elevations, wall sections, and a storm line drawing.

AFC 442-S40-SS1 1968 Addition and Alterations to St. Roberts School.
20 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S40-SS1-I1 Typical Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I2 Roof Framing Plan East Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I3 Plumbing Plan - East and West. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I4 East Addition Power and Lighting. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I5 Plot Plan and Power Distribution. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I6 West Addition Power and Lighting. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I7 Interior Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I8 Room and Door Schedules, Door and Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I9 Second Floor Plan West Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I10 Registered Plan 934. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I11 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I12 Exterior Elevations East Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I13 Footing and Foundation Plan East Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I14 Footing and Foundation Plan, Lower Roof Framing Plan, Upper Roof Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I15 Revised Plan Layout, Revised Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I16 G.P.R. Floor Diagram and Wall Elevations, Exterior Elevations, Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I17 First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I18 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S40-SS1-I19 Sections and Details West Addition. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S40-SS1-I20 8" Storm Line. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S40-SS2 Site Development for St. Roberts School. 1968.

4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S40-SS2-I1 Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S40-SS2-I2 Site Plan of Church Property. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S40-SS2-I3 Site Plan of Church Property. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S40-SS2-I4 Site Plan of School Property. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S41 Addition to St. Ives Public School.
1954.
5 architectural drawings ; 49 x 93 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Ives Public School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, plumbing and electrical plans, sections, plot plans, septic tank details, hot water heating system details and a written addendum.

AFC 442-S41-I1 St. Ives. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S41-I2 Floor Plan, Plumbing, Electrical, Elevations, Sections. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S41-I3 Plot Plan, Sept. Tank Details. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S41-I4 Hot Water Heating System. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S41-I5 Addendum No.1 Addition to St. Ives School. -- 1954. -- 0.5 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This item is 23 page of typed details regarding the design and construction of an addition to St. Ives School in London, Ontario.
AFC 442-S42 Office Building for Mirabel Investment Ltd.
1974.
18 architectural drawings; 64 x 92 or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of an office building for Mirabel Investment Ltd. The drawings consist of floor plans, site plans, roof plans, sections, details, foundation plans, footing plans, columns schedule, plumbing and drainage details, a legend, elevations and heating and air conditioning details.

AFC 442-S42-I18 Elevations. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I1 Site Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I2 Ground Floor Plan, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I3 Second Floor Plan, Roof Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I4 Wall Sections, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I5 Elevations and Sections and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I6 Room and Door Schedule, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I7 Second Floor, Framing Plan, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I8 Footing, Foundation Plan, Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I9 Roof Framing Plan, Details, Columns Schedule. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I10 Ground Floor Plan, Plumbing, Drainage and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I11 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I12 Ground Floor Plan, Heating and Air Conditioning and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I13 Second Floor Plan, Heating and Air Conditioning and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I14 Ground Floor Plan, Schedules and Details. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I15 Second Floor Plan, Legend and Schedules. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I16 Ground Floor. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S42-I17 Second Floor. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43 Addition to Blessed Sacrament School.
1968.
24 architectural drawings; 62 x 90 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Blessed Sacrament School in London, Ontario. This drawings consist of elevations, floor plans, details, window details, room and door schedules, roof plans, framing plans, general purpose room details and plot plans.

AFC 442-S43-I1 Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I2 First Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I3 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I4 Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I5 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I6 Sections and Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I7 Room and Door Schedules. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I8 Sections and Stair Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I9 Roof Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I10 Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I11 First Floor Framing Plan and Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I12 Second Floor Framing Plan and General Purpose Rm. Roof Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I13 Upper Roof Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I14 Ground Floor Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I15 First Floor Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I16 Second Floor Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I17 Second Floor Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I18 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I19 First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I20 Second Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I21 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I22 First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I23 Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S43-I24 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44 Additions to St. Albert's School.
21 architectural drawings; 62 x 108 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Albert's School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, footing and foundation plans, roof framing plans, floor plans, site plans, room and door schedules, wall sections, millwork details and furniture revisions.

AFC 442-S44-I1 Room Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I2 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I3 Second Fl. Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I4 Roof Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I5 Ground Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I6 Second Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I7 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I8 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I9 Second Fl. Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I10 Site Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I11 Second Fl. Plan and Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I12 Ground Fl. Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I13 Room and Door Schedule and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I14 G.P. Room Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I15 Elevations and Det's. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I16 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I17 Roof Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I18 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I19 Wall and Cross Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I20 Millwork. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S44-I21 Library Furniture Revisions. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S45 1968 Addition to Holy Rosary School.
1968.
19 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Holy Rosary School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, schematic details, roof schedules, door and lintel schedules, plot plans, plumbing layouts, framing plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 442-S54-I1 Second Floor and Schematic Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I2 Upper Roof Framing Plan, Lintel Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-I3 Ground and First Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I4 Second Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I5 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I6 Exterior Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I7 Exterior Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I8 G.P. Room Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I9 Wall Sections and Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I10 Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I11 Stair and Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I12 Room and Door Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I13 Second Floor and Roof Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I14 Ground Floor and First Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I15 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I16 First Floor Framing Plan and Second Floor and Lower Roof Framing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I17 Ground Floor and First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-I18 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural details
AFC 442-S54-I19 Ground Floor and First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46 Addition to St. Pius X School.
32 architectural drawings; 60 x 90 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Pius X School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, sections, details, layouts, framing plans, drainage and plumbing plans, foundation plans, heating and electrical plans, window details and room and door schedules.

AFC 442-S46-SS1 Addition and Alterations to St. Pius X School.
1964.
9 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S46-SS1-I1 Elevations and Window Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I2 Heating Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I3 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I4 Foundation Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I5 Floor Plan, Site Plan, Schedules. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I6 Interior Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I7 Plumbing Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I8 Wall Sections. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS1-I9 Electrical Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S46-SS2 Addition to St. Pius X School.
1967.
23 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S46-SS2-I1 North and South Plot Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I2 General Purpose Room Ground Floor Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I3 Elevations and Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I4 Details and Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I5 Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I6 Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I7 Sections and Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I8 Floor Plan Diagram. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I9 General Purpose Room Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I10 Elevations. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I11 Elevations and Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I12 Room and Door Schedules. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I13 Upper Ceiling Reflected Plan Layout, Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I14 Lower Roof Framing Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I15 Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I16 Ground Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I17 Sections. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I18 Upper Library Resources Centre and Lower Roof Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I19 Elevations and Library Resource Centre Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I20 Roof Framing Plans. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I21 Drainage Plan Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I22 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S46-SS2-I23 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47 1970 Addition to St. George School.
16 architectural drawings; 78 x 118 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. George's School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of framing plans, layouts, details, heat and ventilation details, power and lighting details, room and door schedules, site plans, fanroom and roof plan details, foundation plans, elevations and millwork details.

AFC 442-S47-I1 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I2 Ventilation Layouts and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I3 Heating Layout and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I4 Heating and Ventilating Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I5 Interior Elevation. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I6 Electrical Power and Lighting. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I7 Floor Plan. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I8 Revised Grades to Site. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I9 Site Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I10 Floor Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I11 Fanroom and Roof Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I12 Room and Door Schedule. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I13 Sections. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I14 Interior Elevations and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I15 Interior Elevations and Millwork. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S47-I16 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
16 architectural drawings ; 76 x 118 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Jude's School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of wall sections, millwork and interior elevations, foundation plans, electrical plans, plot plans, sewer and ramp revisions, floor plans and room and door schedules.

AFC 442-S48-I1 Wall Sections. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I2 Wall Sections. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I3 Millwork and Interior Elevat.. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I4 Elevations. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I5 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I6 Electrical Plan. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I7 Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I8 Plot Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I9 St. Sewer and Ramp Revision . -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I10 Roof Plan. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I11 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I12 Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I13 Plumbing Layout. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I14 Roof Framing and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I15 Ground Fl. Plan and Details. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S48-I16 Room and Door Schedule. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49 Addition to St. John's Separate School.
1957-1968.
25 architectural drawings; 64 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of two projects at St. John's Separate School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, sections, details, wall sections, plot plans, room and door schedules, roof plans, framing plans, stair details, and plans for various utilities such as heating, electrical, plumbing, ventilation, power and lighting.

AFC 442-S49-SS1 Addition to St. John's Separate School.
1957.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S49-SS1-I1 Floor Plans, Plot Plans, Schedules, Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS1-I2 Ext. Elevations, Sections, Int. Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS1-I3 Framing Plans, Large Scale Sections. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS1-I4 Heating and Electrical. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2 1968 Addition and Alterations to St. John's School.
1968.
21 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2-I1 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I2 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I3 Second Floor Framing Plan, Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I4 Roof Framing Plan and Detail, Lintel Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I5 Interior Elevations and Millwork. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I6 2nd. Floor Power and Lighting. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I7 1st. Floor Power and Lighting. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I8 Second Floor Heating. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I9 First Floor Plumbing. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I10 Second Floor Plumbing. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I11 1st. Floor Ventilation. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I12 First Floor Heating. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I13 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural detail
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I14 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I15 Details and Millwork. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S49-SS2-I16 Wall Sections and Stair Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2-I17 Wall Sections and Stair Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2-I18 Room and Door Schedules and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2-I19 Exterior Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S49-SS2-I20 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50 Sacred Heart Parish Hall.
1968.
10 architectural drawings; 62 x 100 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Sacred Heart Parish Hall in Ingersoll, Ontario. The drawings consist of heating and ventilating plans, framing plans, floor plans, site plans, basement and foundation plans, structural details, elevations, room and door schedules, wall sections and cross sections.

AFC 442-S50-I1 Heating and Ventilating Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I2 Roof Framing and Roof Plan and Structural Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I3 Electrical and Plumbing Plans. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I4 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I5 Site Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I6 Basement and Foundation Plans, Structural Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I7 First Floor Plans, Architectural and Structural and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I8 Elevations and Details, Door and Room Schedules. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I9 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S50-I10 Cross Section and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51 Addition to St. Charles Separate School.
19 architectural drawings; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Charles School in Glencoe, Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, schedules, elevations, interior details, floor plans, roof plans, ceiling plans, wall sections, plumbing layouts, room and door schedules, footing and foundation plans, electrical and mechanical layouts.

AFC 442-S51-SS1 Glencoe Separate School.
1956.
3 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S51-SS1-I1 Plot Plan, Schedules, Plans. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS1-I2 Elevations, Section, Interior Details. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS1-I3 Heating, Electrical, Exterior Details. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S51-SS2 Addition to St. Charles School.
1972.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S51-SS2-I1 Plot Plan Showing Prop Addition. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS2-I2 Floor Plan Scheme #2. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS2-I3 Floor Plan Scheme #1. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS2-I4 Floor Plan Scheme #2. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S51-SS3 1973 Addition to St. Charles School.
1972.
12 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S51-SS3-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I2 Floor Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I3 Roof Plan and Details, Reflected Ceiling Plan. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I4 Wall Sections. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I5 Wall Sections Section A.A. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I6 Interior Elevations, Door and Room Schedules, Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I7 Exterior Elevations. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I8 Plumbing Plan Layout. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I9 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S51-SS3-I10 Footing and Foundation and Details. -- 1972. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52 Addition to Mount Carmel Separate School.
9 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Mount Carmel Separate School. The drawings consist of elevations, sections, stage details, site plans, room and door schedules, door frames and elevations, foundation plans, roof framing plans and mechanical plans.

AFC 442-S52-SS1 Addition to Mount Carmel Separate School.
1967.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S52-SS1-I1 Elevations, Sections 1-2-3-4, Stage Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS1-I2 Site Plan, Room and Door Schedule, Door Elevations and Frames. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS1-I3 Foundation Plan, Ground Floor Plan, Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS1-I4 Roof Plan, Roof Framing Plan, Section Details. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S52-SS2 1968 Addition to Mount Carmel Separate School.
1968.
5 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S52-SS2-I1 Plot Plan, Roof Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS2-I2 Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS2-I3 Framing and Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS2-I4 Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S52-SS2-I5 Mechanical Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S53 Addition to St. Dominic's School.
13 architectural drawings ; 67 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Dominic's School. The drawings consist of plans, sections, elevations, structural details, schedules, window sections, heating plans, site plans, septic tank details, wardrobe details, foundation plans, roof framing plan, plot plans, millwork details and roof plans.

AFC 442-S53-SS1 St. Dominic's School.
1958.
3 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S53-SS1-I1 Plans, Sections, Elevation, Structural Details, Schedules. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS1-I2 Window and Wall Sections and Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS1-I3 Heating, Site Plan, Septic Tank Details, etc.. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S53-SS2 Addition to St. Dominic's School.
1960.
3 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S53-SS2-I1 Plans, Elevations, Section and Schedules. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS2-I2 Large Scale Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS2-I3 Heating, Site Plan, Wardrobe Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S53-SS3 Addition #2 to St. Dominic's School.
1964.
2 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S53-SS3-I1 Floor Plan, Foundation, Struct. Site Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS3-I2 Interior and Window Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S53-SS4 Addition to St. Dominic's School.
1968.
5 architectural drawings
  AFC 442-S53-SS4-I1 Wall Sections, Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS4-I2 Foundation Plan, Roof Framing Plan, Structural Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS4-I3 Floor Plan, Elevations, Room-Door Schedule, Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS4-I4 Roof Plan, Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S53-SS4-I5 Interior Elevations Millwork. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54 Holy Cross School.
20 architectural drawings ; 64 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Holy Cross School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, foundation plans, plot plans, details, schematic details, room and door schedules, elevations, wall sections, footing plans, framing plans, details and stair details.

AFC 442-S54-SS1 Addition to Holy Cross Separate.
1955.
1 architectural drawing

AFC-S54-SS1-I1 Plot Plan, Floor Plans, Foundation, Plumbing, Schedules. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2 1968 Addition to Holy Cross School.
1968.
19 architectural drawings ; 62 x 94 cm or smaller

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I1 Ground Floor and First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I2 Second Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I3 Ground Floor and First Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I4 Second Floor and Schematic Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I5 Room and Door Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I6 Wall Sections and Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I7 Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I8 Second Floor and Roof Plans. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I9 Stair and Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I10 Interior Elevations. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I11 Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I12 Upper Roof Framing Plan, Lintel Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I13 Ground Floor, First Floor, Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I14 Second Floor Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I15 Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I16 General Purpose Rm. Marking Diagram, Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I17 First Floor Framing Plan and Second Floor and Lower Roof Framing Plan . -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S54-SS2-I18 Ground Floor and First Floor Plans. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S54-SS2-I19 Plot Plans and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55 New Elementary School for Bayham Township.
1960-1968.
16 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a school in Eden, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, structural plans, foundation plans, window details, septic tank plans, storage and convector plans, study plans, entrance details and plans for various utilities such as plumbing, heating, electrics and ventilations.

AFC 442-S55-SS1 Elementary School for Bayham Township School Board at Eden Ontario.
12 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S55-SS1-I1 Plumbing, Heating, Electric and Vent'g. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I2 Structural Plan, Sections, Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I3 Interior Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I4 Entrance Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I5 Foundation, Floor Plans, Schedules. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I6 Plumbing, Heating and Electric. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I7 Classroom Window Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I8 Elevations, Property Plan, Septic Tank. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I9 Revised Storage CPBDs and Convector. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I10 Scheme #1. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I11 Revised Septic Tank Layout. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS1-I12 Floor Plan and Elevations. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S55-SS2 Proposed Addition to Bayham Township School Eden, Ontario.
1968.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S55-SS2-I1 Ground Floor Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS2-I2 Study Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS2-I3 Study Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S55-SS2-I4 Title Page. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56 St. Peter's School.
48 architectural drawings ; 70 x 96 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of St. Peter's School in Watford, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, details, roof plans, floor plans, foundation plans, site plans, schedules, electrical and heating plans, wall sections, window details, millwork details and plot plans,

AFC 442-S56-SS1 St. Peter's School - 1958.
1958.
2 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S56-SS1-I1 Plans, Elevations, Schedules, Heating. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS1-I2 Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS2 Addition to St. Peter's School 1960.
1960.
2 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S56-SS2-I1 Plans, Elevations, Sections and Heating. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS2-I2 Larger Scale Section and Interior Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS3 Addition to St. Peter's School 1964.
1964.
8 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I1 Interior Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I2 Elevations. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I3 Electrical and Mechanical. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I4 Roof Plan and Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I5 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I6 Floor Plan, Site Plan, Schedules. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I7 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS3-I8 Revised Floor Plan. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS4 Addition to St. Peter's School 1968.
9 architectural drawings
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I1 Proposed Addition and Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I2 Electrical and Mechanical Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I3 Floor Plans and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I4 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I5 Foundation Plan, Framing Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I6 Sections and Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I7 Elevations and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I8 Elevations. -- 1969. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I9 Floor Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS4-I10 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1 architectural drawing

27 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S56-SS5-I1 Interior Elevations. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I2 Millwork Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I3 Wall Sections. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I4 Wall Sections. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I5 Sections and Stair Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I6 Room and Door Schedules. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I7 Window and Eaves Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I8 Second Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I9 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I10 Plot Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I11 Second Floor - Power. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I12 Second Floor Lighting. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I13 Ground Floor Plan Power. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I14 Ground Floor Plan Lighting. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I15 Basement Floor Plan, Sections and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I16 Fan Room Floor Plan Sections and Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I17 Second Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I18 Ground Floor Plan and Detail. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I19 Second and Penthouse Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I20 Ground Floor and Part Plot Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I21 Roof Framing Plan, Fan Rm. Roof Framing Pl.. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S56-SS5-I22 Columns and Lintels Diagram. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS5-I23 Second Fl. Framing Plan, Low Roof Framing Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS5-I24 Footing and Foundation, Floor Plan. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS5-I25 Elevations. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S56-SS5-I26 Precast Details. -- 1970. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S57 Addition to St. Kevin's School.
4 architectural drawings; 68 x 106 or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of St. Kevin's school in Belmont, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations, sections, schedules, layouts and wall sections.

AFC 442-S57-SS1 Addition to St. Kevin's School 1963.
1963.
2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S57-SS1-I1 Plans and Elevations. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S57-SS1-I2 Sections, Electrical. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S57-SS2 Addition to St. Kevin's School 1967.
1967.
2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S57-SS2-I1 Foundation, Ground Floor and Roof Plan, Elevations, Room Schedule, Sect. Details. -- 1967
AFC 442-S57-SS2-I2 Wall Section and Details, Electrical Layout. -- 1967. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S58 New Motel Units Chippewa Country Club Estates.
6 architectural drawings ; 59 x 98 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains 6 architectural drawings for two separate projects. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, sections, basement plans and site plans.

AFC 442-S58-SS1 New Motel Units Chippewa Country Club Estates 1964.
1964.
2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S58-SS1-I1 Floor Plans, Elevations. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S58-SS1-I2 Floor Plans, Elevations. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing

1965.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S58-SS2-I1 Elevations, Basement Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S58-SS2-I2 Main Floor Plans, Section. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S58-SS2-I3 Motel Office Plan, Elevations, Site Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S58-SS2-I4 Club House Floor Plan, Motel Unit Floor Plan. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59 North Middlesex High School.
1953-1962.
25 architectural drawings; 67 x 104 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of North Middlesex High School in Parkhill, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, sections, auditorium details, corridor details, classroom details, foundation plans, steel framing, plot plans, schedules, heating and ventilation layouts, window details, electrical and plumbing layouts and kitchen and cafeteria details.

AFC 442-S59-SS1 North Middlesex High School 1953.
1953.
11 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S59-SS1-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I2 Elevations. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I3 Wall Sections, Window Details, Entrance Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I4 Auditorium Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I5 Corridor Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I6 Agricultural Science and Classroom Dets. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I7 Shop, Library, Home Economics. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I8 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I9 Steel Framing. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I10 Electrical Layout. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS1-I11 Plot Plan and Schedules. -- 1953. -- 1 architectural drawing

1958.
3 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S59-SS2-I1 Heating and Ventilating Layout. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS2-I2 Sections, Elevations, Structural Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS2-I3 Interior Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S59-SS3 Addition to North Middlesex High School.
1962.
11 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S59-SS3-I1 Site Plan and Room Schedule. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS3-I2 Foundation Plan. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS3-I3 Structural Steel Drwg.. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S59-SS3-I4 First Floor Plan. -- 1962. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S60 Caradoc Township Area North School.
1961.
14 architectural drawings ; 62 x 94 cm

Scope and Content
The series contains drawings of Caradoc Township Area North School. The drawings consist of plot plans, septic tank plans, structural plans, sections, elevations, details, entrance details, plumbing and heating layouts, window and wall section details.

  AFC 442-S60-I1 Electrical Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I2 Plot Plan, Septic Tank. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I3 Foundation Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I4 Ground Floor, Schedules. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I5 Structural Plans and Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I6 Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I7 Sections. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I8 Wall and Window Section Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I9 Entrance Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I10 Interior Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I11 Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I12 Ground Fl. Plan, Heating. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I13 Detail, Heating. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S60-I14 Ground Fl. Plan, Plumbing. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S61 Addition to St. Martin's Church.
5 architectural drawings; 60 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Martin's Church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations, stair details, sections, plans for a car garage and revised plans for a sanctuary.

AFC 442-S61-I1 Plans, Elevations. — 1962. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S61-I2 Stair Details and Sections. — 1962. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S61-I3 Basement and Foundation Plan. — 1962. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S61-I4 Revised Floor Plan - Sanctuary. — 1966. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S61-I5 New Car Garage. — 1967. — 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62 H.A. and W.J. Stevenson Medical Library.
1961.
14 architectural drawings ; 64 x 110 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of the H.A. and W.J. Stevenson Medical Library. The drawings consist of elevations, floor plans, site plans, details, sections, framing plans, stair details, foundation plans and schedules. The library was part of Victoria Hospital in London, Ontario.

AFC 442-S62-I1 Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I2 First Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I3 Basement Plan, Site Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I4 Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I5 Interior Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I6 Stair Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I7 Window Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I8 Sections. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I9 Section - Longitudinal. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I10 Foundation Plan and Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I11 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I12 First Floor and Mezzanine. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I13 Details and Schedules. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S62-I14 Basement Mezzanine Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63 Victoria Hospital School of Nursing and Residence.
1961.
42 architectural drawings; 90 x 95 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of the Victoria Hospital School of Nursing and residence in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of crest details, plot plans, floor plans, elevations, sections, corridor details, window details, auditorium details, entrance details, reading room details, bedroom details, stair plans and sections, ramp details, column schedules, beam schedules and miscellaneous details.

AFC 442-S63-SS1 Victoria Hospital School of Nursing and Addition to Residence.
1961.
26 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S63-SS1-I1 1/2 Full Size Detail of Crest. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I2 Plot Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I3 Basement and Ground Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I4 First Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I5 Second Floor Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I6 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th Floors and Penthouse. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I7 North and South Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I8 Elevations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I9 3/8" Section Thro' Entrance. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I10 3/8" Section Thro' School. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I11 3/8" Section Thro' Entrance and Reading Room. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I12 3/8" Section Thro' Auditorium. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I13 1/4" Section Thro' Auditorium. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I14 Corridor Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I15 Window Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I16 Auditorium Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I17 Entrance Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I18 Reading Room Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I19 Reading Room Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I20 Interior Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I21 Interior Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I22 Interior Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S63-SS1-I23 Interior Aluminum Entrance Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS1-I24 Typical Nurses Bedroom. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS1-I25 Stair Plans and Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS1-I26 Stair Sections. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2 Victoria Hosp. School of Nursing and Addition to Residence. -- 1961. 16 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I1 Basement and Foundation Plans. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I2 Details of Foundations. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I3 Details of West Ramp. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I4 Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I5 Details of East Ramp. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I6 Details of Stair #13. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I7 Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I8 First Floor Framing Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I9 2nd. Floor Framing Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I10 Third Floor Framing Plan. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I11 4th Floor and Low Roof Plans. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I12 5th and 6th Floor and High Roof Framing. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I13 Column Schedule. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I14 Beam Schedule. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I15 Beam Schedule. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S63-SS2-I16 Miscellaneous Details. -- 1961. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64 West Elgin District High School.
28 architectural drawings; 82 x 104 cm or smaller

Scope and Content

This series contains drawings of West Elgin District High school in West Lorne, Ontario. The drawings consist of ventilating, electrical and plumbing layouts, steel framing, foundation plans, fan and boiler room details, schedules, details, classroom details, rifle range details, entrance details, wall sections, floor plans, plot plans, elevations, corridor details, disposal field and site plans.

AFC 442-S64-SS1 West Elgin District High School - West Lorne.
1950.
8 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S64-SS1-I1 Ventilating Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I2 Electrical Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I3 Steel Framing. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I4 Foundation Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I5 Fan Room and Boiler Room Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I6 Heating Layout. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I7 Column Schedule and Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS1-I8 Foundation Walls and Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S64-SS2 West Elgin District High School - West Lorne.
1950-1951.
10 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S64-SS2-I1 Plumbing and Drainage. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I2 Agriculture, Art, Library and Classroom Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I3 Floor Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I4 Corridor Details. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I5 Elevations. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I6 Plot Plan. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I7 Details of Rifle Range. -- 1951. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I8 Auditorium, Home Econ. Gen. Shop. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I9 Entrance Details, Sections. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S64-SS2-I10 Wall Sections. -- 1950. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S64-SS3 Addition to West Elgin District High School.
1955.
4 architectural drawings
| AFC 442-S64-SS3-I1 Interior Elevations, Sections, Details. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS3-I2 Floor Plan, Site Plan, Ext. Elevations, Schedules. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS3-I3 Foundation, Framing, Electrical, Plumbing. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS3-I4 Large Scale Wall Section, Entrance Detail. -- 1955. -- 1 architectural drawing |

**AFC 442-S64-SS4 Addition (2) to West Elgin District High School. 1960.**

6 architectural drawings

| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I1 Structural . -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I2 Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I3 Entrance Details and Wall Sections. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I4 Large Scale Wall Sections. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I5 Plot Plan, Disposal Field, Addition to Dressing R'm. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
| AFC 442-S64-SS4-I6 Plans, Elevations, Section, Schedules. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing |
30 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Joseph’s Separate School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, plot plans, framing plans, foundation plans, electrical plans, sections, heating and ventilation plans, wall sections, plumbing layouts, lighting layouts, mechanical details, room and door schedules and roof framing plans.

AFC 442-S65-SS1 Addition to St. Joseph Separate School 1956.
1956.
5 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S65-SS1-I1 Plan, Elevations, Sections, Plot Plans. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS1-I2 Framing, Foundation, Plumbing, Electrical. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS1-I3 Sections. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS1-I4 Inter. Details. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS1-I5 Heating and Ventilating. -- 1956. -- 1 architectural drawing

1960.
5 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S65-SS2-I1 Plans and Schedules. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS2-I2 Plot Plan, Heating Dwg’s. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS2-I3 Elevations, Interior Details, and Small Scale Sections. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS2-I4 Stair and Wall Sections and Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS2-I5 Large Scale Sections. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S65-SS3 St. Joseph’s School 1968.
1968.
20 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S65-SS3-I1 Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I2 Heating - First Floor. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I3 Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I4 Heating - Existing School. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I5 Lighting Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I6 Electrical - Existing School. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I7 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I8 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I9 Existing School. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I10 Roof Plan, Mech. Rm. Layout and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I11 Room and Door Schedule and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I12 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I13 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I14 Millwork and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I15 Millwork and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I16 Exterior Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I17 Plumbing Layout. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I18 Foundation Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I19 Low Roof Framing Plan and Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S65-SS3-I20 High Roof Framing Plan and Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66 Club House and Curling Rink for the Highland Golf Club.
1959.
40 architectural drawings; 66 x 105 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of the club house and curling rink of the Highland Golf Club in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, electrical plans, plot plans, drainage plans, elevations, sections, window details, framing plans, stair reinforcement plans, roof framing and riser diagrams.

AFC 442-S66-I1 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I2 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I3 Second Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I4 Basement and First Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I5 Ground Floor Plan Electrical. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I6 First Floor Plan Electrical. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I7 Riser Diagrams and Details Elect, Plot Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I8 Plot Plan, Drainage Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I9 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I10 1st Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I11 Elevation. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I12 Small Scale Sections A,B,C,D. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I13 Sections and Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I14 Wall Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I15 Window Details and Wall Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I16 Interior Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I17 Clubhouse Window Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I18 Foundation Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I19 First Fl. Framing Plan and Stair Reinforcing. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I20 Roof Framing. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I21 Window Details and Wall Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I22 Sections and Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I23 Wall Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I24 Small Scale Sections A,B,C,D. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I25 Elevations. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I26 Foundation Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S66-I27 1st Fl. Framing Plan and Stair Reinforcing. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I28 Roof Framing. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I29 Plot Plan, Drainage Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I30 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I31 1st Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I32 Interior Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I33 Clubhouse Window Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I34 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I35 Riser Diagrams and Details, Plot Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I36 Basement and First Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I37 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I38 Second Floor Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I39 Second Floor Plan Electrical. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S66-I40 First Floor Plan Electrical. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S67 Catholic Central Convent.
2 architectural drawings; 44 x 58 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of the Catholic Central Convent in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of boiler room plans and electrical layouts.

  AFC 442-S67-I1 Boiler Room Electrical Layout. -- 1 architectural drawing
  AFC 442-S67-I2 Boiler Room Layout. -- 1966. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S68 Hinnegan and O'Neil Funeral.
6 architectural drawings ; 62 x 92 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of the Hinnegan and O'Neil funeral home. The drawings consist of floor plans, foundation plans, site plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 442-S68-I1 Ground Floor, Footing and Foundation Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S68-I2 Site Plan. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S68-I3 Elevations and Sections. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S68-I4 Elevations. -- 1976. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S68-I5 Site Plan, North Elevation. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S68-I6 Floor Plan. -- 1974. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69 Adelaide Township Area School.
1959.
11 architectural drawings ; 62 x 94 cm

Scope and Content
This series contains drawings of a school in Adelaide Township in Ontario. The drawings consist of plot plans, floor plans, foundation plans, structural plans, elevations, details, heating, ventilation and electrical layouts and schedules.

AFC 442-S69-I1 Plot Plan, Drainage. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I2 Floor Plan, Finish Schedule, Door Schedule. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I3 Foundation Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I4 Structural Plan. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I5 Elevations. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I6 Small Scale Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I7 Window Details and Wall Sections. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I8 Entrance Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I9 Interior Details. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I10 GR. Floor, Heating and Ventilating. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S69-I11 Electrical Layout. -- 1959. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70 Notre Dame Separate School.
1957-1968.
25 architectural drawings; 62 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Notre Dame Separate School in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, elevations, schedules, sections, plumbing and heating plans, plot plans, roof plans, millwork plans, footing and foundation plans, framing plans, a floor parking diagram, and a fire screen plan.

AFC 442-S70-SS1 Notre Dame Separate School 1957.
1957.
4 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S70-SS1-I1 Floor, Roof, Foundation and Plot Plan and Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS1-I2 Elevations, Sections, Inter. Details
   AFC 442-S70-SS1-I3 Large Scale Sections. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS1-I4 Plumbing, Heating, Electrical Plans, Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S70-SS2 Addition to "Notre Dame" Separate School.
1958.
2 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S70-SS2-I1 Plans, Elevations, Section and Structural Details. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS2-I2 Details, Heating Plan. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S70-SS3 Addition #2 to Notre Dame Separate School.
1960.
4 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S70-SS3-I1 Addendum #2. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS3-I2 Floor Plans, Elevations, Schedules and Structural. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS3-I3 Structural, Heating and Plot Plan and Details. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS3-I4 Large Scale Sections. -- 1960. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S70-SS4 Notre Dame Separate School.
2 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S70-SS4-I1 New 3/4 HR. Fire Screen. -- 1964. -- 1 architectural drawing
   AFC 442-S70-SS4-I2 Alterations Teachers Room. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S70-SS5 1968 Addition and Alterations Notre Dame School.
1968.
13 architectural drawings
   AFC 442-S70-SS5-I1 Plumbing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I2 Ground Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I3 Exterior Elevation. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I4 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I5 Existing School and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I6 Mechanical Room, Roof Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I7 Room and Door Schedules, Window Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I8 Wall Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I9 Millwork Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I10 Interior Room Elevation, Millwork Details, G.P.R. Floor Marking Diagram. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I11 Footing and Foundation Plan, Section and Detail. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I12 Roof Framing Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S70-SS5-I13 Upper Roof Framing Plan, Sections and Detail. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of Sacred Heart Separate school in Ingersoll, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, site plans, room schedules, foundation plans, sections, details, electrical, plumbing plans, plot plans, footing plans, framing plans, millwork details and interior details.

AFC 442-S71-SS1 Addition to Sacred Heart Separate School 1954.
1954.
4 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S71-SS1-I1 Plan and Elevations. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS1-I2 Sections. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS1-I3 Foundation Plan, Steel Framing. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS1-I4 Heating and Ventilating. -- 1954. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S71-SS2 Addtion to Sacred Heart Separate School 1963.
1963.
5 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S71-SS2-I1 Plans, Elevations and Schedules. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS2-I2 Details. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS2-I3 Structural. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS2-I4 Mechanical and Electrical. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS2-I5 Electrical and Fire Alarm. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S71-SS3 Addition to Sacred Heart Separate School 1965.
1965.
11 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S71-SS3-I1 Preliminary Floor Plan No 1. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I2 Preliminary Floor Plan No 2. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I3 Preliminary Floor Plan No 3. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I4 Site Plan, Foundation Plan, Schedules. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I5 First, Second Floor Plans, Room Finish Schedule. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I6 Revised Floor Plan, Foundation Plan and Section. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I7 Structural Plan and Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I8 Elevations, Stair Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I9 Wall Sections. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I10 Interior Details. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS3-I11 Electrical, Plumbing and Roof Drainage. -- 1965. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S71-SS4 1968 Addition to Sacred Heart Separate School.  
1968.  
14 architectural drawings

AFc 442-S71-SS4-I4 First Floor Plan and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I1 Plot Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I2 Basement and Footing Plans. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I3 First Floor Structural. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I5 Electrical Plan - Ground Floor. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I6 Roof Framing and Schedule. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I7 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I8 Wall Sections. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I9 Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I10 Sections and Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I11 Elevations, Millwork Details. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I12 Plumbing Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I13 Preliminary Floor Plan. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S71-SS4-I14 Preliminary Basement Floor Pl.. -- 1968. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72 St. Gerard's Novitiate for the Redemptorist Fathers.
43 architectural drawings ; 62 x 110 cm or smaller, 0.1 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of St. Gerard's Novitiate for the Redemptorist Fathers in Keswick, Ontario. The drawings consist of changes, septic tanks and dry wall details, outside wall water proofing, glass block opener and crypt equipment room details, door details, kitchen and kitchen storage details, elevator plans, framing plans, tile field details, septic tank and distribution box details, foundation plans, floor plans, roof framing plans, sections, beam and column schedules, heating and ventilating layouts, plumbing layouts, electrical plans, riser diagrams and details.

AFC 442-S72-I1 Government Clearance Notice. -- 0.1 cm of textual records
AFC 442-S72-I2 Changes to Kitchenette, Location Light Panel "A". -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I3 Fittings Septic Tank; Dry Well. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I4 Suggested Changes to Kitchen Loading Area. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I5 Reglet at Outside Walls. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I6 Glass Block Openers at Crypt Equipment Room. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I7 Door to Roof on 3rd Floor. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I8 Kitchen and Kitchen Storage. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I9 Elevator. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I10 Rough Framing for Roll Tite Door. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I11 Revised Tile Field, Septic Tank, Distribution Box Detail. -- 1958. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I12 Changes to Kitchen Wing and Rooms 108, 209, 303, 229, 230, 231. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I13 Change Central Stairhall. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I14 Structural Changes, Kitchen Wing. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I15 Foundation Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I16 First Floor Framing Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I17 Second Floor Framing Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I18 Third Floor and Low Roof Framing Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I19 Roof Framing Plan. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I20 Stair Sections and Septic Tank. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I21 Beam Schedule. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S72-I22 Beam and Column Schedules and Misc. Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73 Addition to North Essex High School.

9 architectural drawings; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of North Essex High School in Belle River, Ontario. The drawings consist of revisions, sections, details, electrical plans, cafeteria, site plan and schematics, heating and ventilation plans.

AFC 442-S73-SS1 Addition to North Essex District High School 1957.
1957.

2 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S73-SS1-I1 Revisions, Stair Hall. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS1-I2 Revised Sections and Details. -- 1957. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 442-S73-SS2 Addition to North Essex District High School 1963.
1963.

7 architectural drawings

AFC 442-S73-SS2-I1 First Floor Electrical. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I2 Second Floor Electrical. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I3 First Floor Plan, Cafeteria. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I4 Site Plan and Schematic. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I5 Heating and Ventilation. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I6 Heating and Ventilation. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S73-SS2-I7 Heating and Ventilation. -- 1963. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 442-S74 General Project Related Material.
5 cm of textual records, 131 photographs, 1 CD ROM (60 digital photographs), 2 name plates

Scope and Content
Series contains material related to the architectural output of Charles H. Gillin. The material consists of interior and exterior photographs of various completed buildings designed by Gillin in both physical form and digital form on a CD-ROM. There is a portrait photograph of C.H. Gillin and two group photographs of Gillin with others. There is also a folder of newspaper clippings related to architectural projects (not necessarily involving Gillin) in Southwestern Ontario. There is publicity and advertising material related to four projects by Gillin and other textual records such as project lists and notes and drawings related an apartment building project. There are two name plates displaying the name C.H. Gillin.

AFC 442-S74-F1 Photo Album. -- 195?-196?. -- 27 photographs : b+w ; 26 x 21 cm or smaller, 1 photograph : col., 8 x 11 cm
Scope and Content
Series contains photographs of completed buildings designed by C.H. Gillin. Photos were part of a photo album.

AFC 442-S74-F2 Photographs [loose]. -- 195?-196?. -- 87 architectural drawings : b+w ; 26 x 21 cm or smaller
Scope and Content
Series contains loose photographs of several completed buildings designed by C.H. Gillin. There is also a portrait photo of Gillin, a group photo of Gillin with other members of the Architectural Association of Ontario and a group photo of Gillin and many others outside of a church.

AFC 442-S74-F3 Photographic portfolio. -- 195?-196?. -- 8 photographs : col., 9 x 13 cm, 8 photographs : b+w ; 26 x 21 cm
Scope and Content
Series is a folder with a clear front containing photographs of completed projects by C.H.Gillin. Some of these are mounted on paper with C.H. Gillin letterhead.

AFC 442-S74-F4 CD ROM - Photos from slides taken by CHG [Charles H. Gillin]. -- 2014. -- 60 digital photographs : col. ; 114 MB
Scope and Content
Series contains 114 MB (60 digital photographs) of completed buildings worked on by C.H. Gillin. The CD-ROM consists of scanned slides.

AFC 442-S74-F5 Newspaper Clippings. -- 1951. -- 2.75 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Series contains newspaper clippings related to architecture in London and surrounding areas.

AFC 442-S74-F6 Project Folder for Pine Court Apartments - Notes and Drawings. -- 1972-1976. -- 1 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Series contains a folder of architectural drawings and notes related to an apartment complex project in Timmins, Ontario.

AFC 442-S74-F7 Publicity and Advertising Material. -- 1957-1966. -- 1 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Series contains publicity and advertising material related to four projects designed by C.H. Gillin. The material consists of a pamphlet, a proposal, drawings, booklets, advertising circulars,
monogramed envelopes, and an event program.

AFC 442-S74-F7-I1 Chippewa Golf and Country Club. -- 1966. -- 0.25 of textual records
AFC 442-S74-F7-I2 Highland Golf and Country Club. -- 195?. -- 0.25 of textual records
AFC 442-S74-F7-I3 Holy Redeemer College - Windsor, Ontario. -- 1957. -- 0.25 cm of textual records
AFC 442-S74-F7-I4 Catholic Central High School. -- 1960. -- 0.25cm of textual records

AFC 442-S74-F8 Two name plates - C.H. Gillin. -- 2 name plates
Scope and Content
Series contains two name plates with "C.H. Gillin" engraved on them.

AFC 442-S74-F9 Project Lists. -- 195?-197?. -- 0.25 of textual records
Scope and Content
Series contains typed lists of architectural projects.